
This Thursday December 10, from 4-8PM we will present what we consider 
to be Lifestyle products.

What do we mean by Lifestyle? We all have our style of life but generally we 
all want convenience, no hassle, ease of use of the technology around us, 
and good sound. That is what we aim to provide in our area of excellence, 
music in your home in one location or everywhere. 

Our Lifestyle Event Thursday night will feature a representative from the 
French company Devialet for you to talk with. Devialet is perhaps at the 
top in terms of elegance and performance for this type of product. Other 
offerings span the range from the very affordable Sonos, to the Naim Mu-So, 
and Devialet at the other end. Beyond that, we move to really sophisticated 
and unique systems designed by us exactly for you.
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Lifestyle Audio Event

SONOS ($199 & up)
Sonos products are easy to use and bring 

music to your home in any room, or every 
room. Streaming is the future of digital audio 

and Sonos has created cool, sleek  speakers 
and streaming components that are intuitive 

to setup and control through one simple app on 
your digital device. 

BLUESOUND ($299 & up)
Bluesound works much the same way as 
Sonos but is designed and built with higher 
performance in mind. With Bluesound’s Vault 
2 product you can easily digatize your entire 
CD collection and stream your music to any 
Bluesound speaker in your home! Control all of 
this with one easy to use app. 

NAIM MU-SO ($1,499 SALE! $1,299)
Naim, an English audio company with a rich 

history, now has their first complete wireless 
music system. Finely tuned by their engineers, 

its powerful audio brain delivers the most 
exceptional quality in sound, commanding 450 

watts of power through six custom-designed 
speakers to create a truly musical experience. 

DEVIALET PHANTOM ($1,990)
Phantom was invented and designed in 
France by Devialet. Phantom is a wireless 
speaker like no other with its svelte form 
factor and innovative speaker design. Built with 
fidelity in mind, Phantom is a performer. It really 
must be seen and heard! We invite you to stop by 
our showroom for a demonstration any time.

HEADPHONES ($250 & up)
Into headphones? We are the best source for 

great, quality headphones and headphones 
amplifiers in Omaha. Stop by our showroom 

and relax in the “headphone nook,” trying out 
all of the different headphones to find the best 

pair for you. We have headphones from Sony, 
NAD, PSB, Audeze, and McIntosh, starting at $250. 

QUESTYLE QP1 ($899)
For music lovers on the go the QP1 from 
Questyle is one of the highest performance 
portable players available. The build quality 
is impeccable and the form factor beautiful. 
Phones lack quality amplification, restricting 
musical sound, and often have small amounts of 
memory. The QP1 has expandable memory up to 
288GB and 10 hours of battery life.

We make purchasing and ownership as easy as possible. You can come in 
experience a product or system, get advice from one of our team. We have 
products, experience, and knowledge not found anywhere else in Omaha. 
You can call us and make a purchase over the phone. We can ship the 
product to you at no charge, whether that is across town or across state. We 
will take it back if it doesn’t fit your needs or expectations. We will take it in 
trade later for something more ambitious, something that fits your growing, 
developing expectations. 

We’ll make these products work for you in your home. We have been doing 
this for 45 years with a total of nearly 150 years of combined experience. 
We know how things work and we can make them work for you. 
Free consultations! Call us at 402.391.3842

Working With Us

Elac Speakers ($249/pair & up)
The new Debut series of speakers from the 

German company Elac are a must hear! The 
quality of sound achieved for the price is an 

outstanding value. The debut series includes 
various types of speakers so you can use them 

in a stereo arrangement or 5.1 surround sound 
for movies. Debut is available for audition now!

Bluesound Powernode 2 ($799)
Powernode 2 from Bluesound is an all in 
one system that most pairs of speakers can 
be hooked up to. The internal amplification 
was designed by NAD, a distinguished audio 
company known for designing over-achieving 
amplification at affordable prices. Pair with Elac 
for an amazingly affordable, great sounding stereo!


